Loving Lil

Thanks to your generosity Lil will
be back on her feet (literally)for 2021
Photo by Crew Chief Rick
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Squadron Report
As 2020 draws to a close, I'd like to reflect on the past two years of
which I served as your Squadron Leader.. 2019 was a record setting
year for our Squadron. Record revenues, both FIFI and Diamond Lil
toured, record ground school attendance for both airplanes, record
amount of revenue from gate receipts and a record amount of net
income. What a year!
2020 began with a continued energy and excitement from 2019.
Another huge group of squadron members attending B-24 ground
school. A spring tour was set for Diamond Lil and just like that...2020
began to show us all what the year would actually hold. First were
Diamond Lil's structural parts, forcing us to cancel her spring tour..then,
out of the blue...COVID! The world stopped and the Squadron did
too. I wasn't sure how we could make it through the end of the year and
remain viable. These airplanes are so costly I knew we would run out
of money, completely pulling apart the fantastic team and results of the
previous year.
But just like the fantastic results of 2019, we pulled together and will end this year different than 2019 but still with
tremendous results. Even with this forced shut down, the Squadron leaders went into action and through our
efforts, organization, your participation as Squadron members and wonderful financial supporters across the
country, we raised a substantial amount of money to keep the squadron viable and on top of that, raised all the
money necessary to order the new structural parts for Diamond Lil. Two amazing years in a row. An amazing feat
for an all volunteer group of leaders and for all of you Squadron members. Thank you for your efforts which
produced these two years and such achievements.
As 2020 draws to a close, so does my time as Squadron Leader. In another month or so, I will just be another one
of those pilots. I've made every effort to establish a viable business plan for this Squadron so we carry out our CAF
objectives for these aircraft. The systems are in place and I now am handing off the reins of leadership. I hope to
still see you out on tour soon.
Jonathan Oliver
B-29/B-24 Squadron Leader
Tour Manager

Photo by Scott Slocum
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Executive Officer
Report
Over the past, nearly two years, as I served as XO of this unit I have
written a number of officer reports for our in-house publication that
covered a wide variety of subject matter including volunteering,
financial matters, schedules, and aircraft acquisition.
Today, with the world around us still in an uproar over an unseen tiny
virus that continues to wreak havoc we must, in my opinion, laser focus
on two important areas. Finances and volunteers.
We must sustain the finances of the unit in any way possible to allow as
much time as necessary to get back to our normal tour operations. Since
no one knows when this may happen we must continue to forge ahead
with the sort of donation funding that has kept us alive in 2020. I look
forward to working with the development team to continue this work in
the remainder of 2020 and into 2021. I hope each of our members does
as well.
The other area where we must be vigilant is with our volunteers. When the unit has little on the flying schedule
and no in-person events it is easy for our volunteers to fade away. We can’t allow this to happen; each of us must
stay engaged and keep our fellow members engaged in the future of the squadron.
The staff authorized several things to take place this year that could have very easily been cancelled but instead
choose to proceed in an effort to keep members engaged and stay ready for action. First off, we transitioned our
B-29 ground school to an online program and ran it. We also completed the inspections on FIFI and had her ready
to fly just in case an opportunity arose, and a few did.
Let’s all work together to keep this ship afloat until we can return to a national tour that not only includes aircraft
rides but aircraft touring as well.
Al Herum
Executive Officer

Photo by Dylan Phelps
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Flight Operations
Report
Our objective this year was Survival. We canceled the ride flights
early in the year due to COVID which really adjusted what we
were able to accomplish this year. We were able to take FIFI to
Washington D.C. twice for national celebrations. The second time
we took her up there we did ride flights in West Virginia and Little
Rock on the way home. Recently, the B-29, and other aircraft were
able to go down to Waco, Texas and this week, FIFI and others are
going to College Station. We are only doing ride flights and we’re
just doing out-and-backs.
Unfortunately, we were unable to do the normal training we
planned in order to save money to make sure we could get to the
middle of next year. So far our plan is working well as we are
making money and have reduced normal expenses. I have received many calls throughout the year offering to help on
anything we need. Also, everyone was very understanding on why not everybody was asked to fly this year. One of
the things our team understood was the necessity to remain in the survival mode to be able to get through this winter.
With that said, I would like to thank everybody for their understanding on how we operated this year knowing it was
not how we normally do business but it’s what was required. I had two pilots still qualified from last year and only
trained minimal flight crews to handle this year’s flying duties. It’s not what I really wanted to do, but it was the most
cost-effective solution that we could come up with for this year.
We temporarily stopped raising money for Diamond Lil’s landing gear part to concentrate on our priorities. Once we
accomplished some trips with the B-29, we were in a financial position to be able to press forward raising money for
Lil. We are now able to order the needed parts so we can finish with getting the B-24 back into the air.
The Stearman is doing great with a new engine on the shelf for this upcoming year.
Archie Taylor
Flight Operations Officer

Photo by Dylan Phelps
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Maintenance Report
Although, due to Pandemic restrictions, not as active as we would like to
be FIFI has performed flawlessly, successfully completing two round trips
to Washington DC including two ride stops on her way home and our ride
day at Vintage Flying Museum at Fort Worth Meacham Airport. There are
additional out-and-back, ride days scheduled for Saturdays in October.
Diamond LIL remains on jacks, however thanks to many generous
donations we now have the funds needed for AirCorps Aviation to resume
manufacturing the parts needed to get her back on her feet and assure safe
and reliable service in the future. Parts production has started and
AirCorps estimates 8 – 12 weeks for completion. Once the parts are
completed it will take our maintenance team approximately 6 weeks to
have LIL ready for maintenance flights and return to service. Sincere
thanks to all who have contributed to this effort. We are very excited to
see light at the end of the tunnel.
As you all know the B-29/B-24 Squadron will soon have a magnificent knew home at the CAF National Air Base in
Dallas at Dallas Executive Airport (KRBD). Construction of the 47,000 square foot Henry B. Tippie National
Aviation Education Center is progressing rapidly. As you can see from the pictures, the building includes a large
amount of hangar space, most importantly to our Squadron, a permanent home for FIFI and Diamond LIL. Along
the east side of the building are Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) classrooms for teaching
aviation sciences and history to our youth. On the Western end of the building is space dedicated to displaying a
variety of exhibits including aviation artifacts, historic aircraft models, Dallas aviation history, and much of the
CAF’s nose art panel collection. In addition to the hangar facility the B-29/B-24 Squadron will be the sole occupant
of the 9,200 square foot building located south east and directly adjacent to the main hangar facility.
We will now have a place to call home for the Squadron.
The building already contains a large amount of office
spaces, work shop and storage areas, even a large kitchen.
This building was previously the home for the Dallas
police department helicopter unit.
CAF Headquarters plans on having the Education/Hangar
facility and B-29/B-24 Squadron building ready for
occupancy this coming spring. Once we can start moving
in there will be much to do. We look forward to all of our
squadron members being involved in the transition to our
new home.

Additionally, renovation of the original Headquarters
hangar is nearing completion. The inside of the hangar has
been re-painted, insulated, new lighting installed, and
storage closets have been constructed along the north wall.
It sounds like this will be known as the Restoration Hangar.
Phil Pedron
B-29/B-24 Squadron Maintenance Officer
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Training & Safety
Report
As we look back over this past year, I think we will be able to say…..
“We Made It”! At the first of the year, we were running on a high after
having record results in 2019. We started this year out with a very
successful B-24 Ground School, then in March, things began to change.
We had to completely modify our format for B-29 Ground School to
online training, as we all began to adjust to the new concerns of Covid.
We were afforded the opportunity for FIFI to participate in the Flyover
of the Capitol in Washington, D.C. on July 4th, 2020 and then again in
September for the Arsenal of Democracy. This October, we were
successful in doing several Ride Days, which were just one day - out
and backs – with no overnight tours. Extra cleaning and safety
precautions were taken to keep everyone as safe as possible.
I would like to especially commend those that spent so much time and effort to do something to the level that we
have never done before…. “Fundraising” as our Squadron’s main source of survival. Fundraising has always been a
part of this organization, but not to this magnitude. A special thank you goes out to Don Boccaccio, Toni Rabroker,
Jacques and Patti Robitaille, Al Benzing, Kon Kelley, and Andrea Hanson for the many hours they devoted to
helping us make it through the year.
Lastly, I have served two terms now as your Safety Officer and I will be passing the torch at the end of this year.
Our scanner programs have been greatly improved over the past four years and we have made a concentrated effort
to spread the opportunity to all those interested. Even though we were not able to sign off any new scanners this
year, over the previous three years, we added a total of 36 new qualified scanners! I have thoroughly enjoyed
fulfilling this position and providing new experiences in our training and safety procedures.
Thanks to all of you that have continued to support these planes so that we can stay true to our mission – to
maintain, fly and honor the greatest generation that fought for the freedom we still enjoy today.
Always remember: “IF THE JOB IS DONE RIGHT, IT IS SAFE”.
Steve Rabroker
Safety Officer
469/387-6439

Photo by Rod Reilly
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Development
Report
It’s been quite a year, especially for the Development Department. When
the development position opened up, I thought of it like being called on
to coach a little league baseball team. However, thanks to Covid, we
ended up being cast into the World Series of fundraising!
As you can imagine, we were tasked with a Herculean job to keep our
squadron in the air without the revenue from touring. In addition, we
were up against an expensive landing gear part needed for Lil, that had
to be manufactured. She could not fly without it.
What started as a simple sneaker promotion, blossomed into an event
that took on a life of its own, spanning over six months of constantly
creating, scheduling and implementing ideas. Ultimately, we offered
over a dozen types of novelty items that were very popular.
This campaign could not have been done with out the help of Al Benzing, Jacques Robitaille, Toni Rabroker and, of
course, our own Andrea Hanson, who made it all work. Of course, without the unfettering support from all of you,
our members, nothing would have happened regardless of the work done on this end. Jacques and Al both wrote
articles summarizing their specific efforts, so I will defer to them to elaborate.
Here are some interesting tidbits.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nearly 150 supporters contributed to all of the sneaker campaigns.
124 book supporters did the same.
28 Diamond Lil plaques went out the door in 5 days.
An anonymous donor challenged us to match $19k for Lil’s gear and we did it in only 31 days.
The additional amount required to fully fund Diamond Lil’s gear was reached days later.
As of this writing, there are still FIFI plaques available. Don’t forget that special someone this holiday season!
Even though our multi-offerings campaign officially closed on October 15th, I would like to encourage you to
check out the items that are still available on our website.

Don Boccaccio
Development Officer

Photo by Kevin Hong
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PIO Report
Given that the Tour Season has been significantly curtailed this year, the
traditional activities of the PIO have not been too much in demand. So I
found myself busy with the non-traditional.
There was a lot of work to be done supporting the Sustaining Flight
Fundraising campaign. Many kudo’s go out to Don Boccaccio for all
the hard work leading that effort. I’m sure he’ll have more about that.
As I mentioned in my report last time, the Smithsonian Channel had
reached out to us to come film FIFI for an episode on B-29s for their
show “AirWarriors.” It took a while for all the stars to align, but we
were finally able to make it happen back in August.
But before we could do that, though, FIFI needed a good and thorough
cleaning. Many thanks go out to Mike Schmidt, Rick Stansky, Rudy Vander
Upwich, Mike Caraway, Stu Watkins, “Doc” Calley and new friend Joe Ragusa
for helping with that. There was a whole winter/spring/summer’s worth of dust
and other “stains” to get removed and to get her nice and shiny for her filming.
It was a good two days of work to get her ready.

The PIO giving FIFI some TLC.

The shoot itself took all day, and Al Benzing was the man of the hour, being
patiently interviewed for the event. It turned out to be a great day, FIFI looked
spectacular, the film crew got all the film they wanted, and Al even smiled for
the cameras once or twice.

And, recently I also had the History Channel
reach out about doing a story on Diamond
LIL. Unfortunately, at the time I had to tell
them that she was undergoing some
maintenance and wouldn’t be available for
filming. But now that we’ve gotten the good
word that we’ve reached our fundraising
goals, I’ve circled back around to them (and
the Smithsonian Channel as well) to let them
know that she should available for filming in
2021. As our President likes to say “we’ll
see what happens.”
FIFI and her co-star Al Benzing with team from Smithsonian Channel’s Air Warriors”

With the advent of the one-day ride events
this Fall, I reverted back to my more
traditional PIO tasks. Those will be behind
us by the time this gets published. So I’m
now looking forward to a better year and full
tour season in 2021.
Be safe and be careful out there!
Jacques Robitaille
Public Information Officer
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Education Report
Models, models, models
It may be obvious to Flyer readers I enjoy scale and 3D modeling. We all
have our ways to relax, for me it happens to be modeling. Working on a
modeling project is “mine” from start to finish. If I “goober” it up, that is
on me. If I don’t finish this weekend or next week, that is on me. The
experience of the build is what gratifies my hobby addiction.
Modeling is a lesson in planning, focus and patience. A modeler needs to
pace himself. In between steps, glue and paint has to dry. You never want
to rush a plastic model. 3D modeling is a different story. No paint. No
glue. I’ve pulled some all-nighters when I’m obsessed with a project. But,
bad news and timing during the pandemic. My old Mac is toast so I need to
get a new machine and 3D software. It’ll be plastic modeling for awhile.
The pandemic has been a boon for plastic model manufacturers. One of the more well-known makers, Revell, was
teetering on bankruptcy in the not too distant past. Thanks to E-commerce and lock-downs this summer, worldwide
sales have grown 90 percent. Who is buying these models? The consumers skew older. Retired military, collectors,
.history buffs (like me) and international sales drive the business, with most manufacturers outside the U.S.
So what determines my next project? A variety of
factors. Two weeks ago, I finished a 1:72 T-34
Mentor. Using Photoshop, I made decals for the
CAF T-34. This model stirs the memory of a ride I
took with my friend Al Benzing a few years ago. I
hope to hang her flying near FIFI in the briefing
room of our new home at the CAF National
Airbase. And, clever shopper that I am, I found
this T-34 kit on a discount rack. The kit comes
with a 1:72 aircraft tug. This tug will become part
of the 1:72 zipline carrier at events and another
prop for a teachable moment with the kiddos.

Kon, Al and CAF T-34
1:72 aircraft tug

T-34 will join the CAF
(Ceiling Air Force)

In the last Flyer issue, I noted how amazing it was to see Tom
Hanks’ movie GREYHOUND go directly to streaming due to the
pandemic. To “extend” my movie experience and fascination with
the Battle of the Atlantic, I made a 1:350 Greyhound destroyer and
nemesis, the U-boat “Gray Wolf.” I then exercised my Photoshop
skills to put them in a digital diorama inspired by the movie. Fun!
In the Editor’s Corner of the Flyer, I sometimes showcase a model.
I may have built it because I liked a plane at a show, read about an
ace, or am making a gift for a friend, etc. The hobby has a
purpose. For modelers, model-building can connect you to history,
honor a heroic figure or simply be a way for modelers to learn and
bond with each other. I share my work on social media and so do
many modelers from novice to expert. We swap tips and
techniques, show-off our latest creation, and ask for advice. I give
pointers on making FIFI and creating custom model decals. I am
always available to Squadron members for help if you want to
build a model for yourself or with a family member.
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I like to highlight good work when I see it. This photo album on social media caught my eye the other day. Joey
Kleet posted pictures of his unique diorama (and clever way to use a shelf) on one of my favorite FB groups, the
Mediocre Modelers Club. I loved his creativity and asked him if he’d join my personal FB group Modeling History
in Digital Diorama and post his diorama photos there. What do you think of his mini-aviation museum?

Photos by Joey Kleet

Sadly, scale modeling is on its way to becoming a lost art for
today’s youth and future generations…but has it really? Perhaps it
has morphed into something else? Glue, paint and plastic sprues
have given way to CAD programs and designing, building and
printing objects in plastic and metal. This is called Additive
Manufacturing. I’ve 3D modeled for over 25 years as a hobby. If I
was 16 years old today, I’d be taking classes and learning how to
make and print 3D models. The demand for this skill exists now
and will grow exponentially. Depending on one’s interest, careers
with good paying jobs are present in entertainment, gaming,
automotive, aviation, manufacturing, medical or construction.
AirCorps Aviation will be fabricating the parts to repair Lil’s
landing gear. Skilled craftsmen using Computer Numeric Control
(CNC) machining will be making our parts. Their website is
www.aircorpsaviation.com/ The company specializes in unique
projects such as warbird restoration and employs state of the art
equipment and technology like 3D modeling, scanning and
printing. How are they helping us fix Lil? See the next page.

Additive Manufacturing

Plastic

Metal

Young modelers interested in 3D technology for project design,
modeling and printing have an amazing future ahead. Old scale
and hobby 3D modelers like me will continue building as long as
our eyesight, hands/dexterity and lower back can stand it.
So, I will continue to surprise you from time to time with a scale
model masterpiece inspired by something or someone in the Flyer
(see Editor’s Corner in this issue). As a result of the lockdown and
more time on my hands, I recently finished a scale model of a
fighter flown by a famous ace in WWII. His story is coming in
the Winter 2020 Flyer. Here is a close-up of the model if you can
guess who he is.
Keep ‘em flying and modeling!

Konley Kelley
Education Officer
Guess the Ace?
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Member News
August-October 2020

The Squadron welcomes new
members added Fall 2020.
Tim Austin, Burleson, TX
Mike Bugg, Burleson, TX
Karl Wedel, Cleburne, TX
Matthew Ver Steeg, Urbandale, IA

FIFI kicks off
Listen in on 11/3
https://www.fighterpilotpodcast.com/

B-29/B-24 Webinars
Squadron YouTube Channel
https://www.youtube.com/user/B29B24Squadron
FIFI 75th Birthday Webinar
https://youtu.be/UwyBf7Mb7l0
Rain of Fire, Part I
https://youtu.be/wKmkpeFmzPI

Membership Info
Toni Rabroker, Adjutant &
Membership Coordinator

Rain of Fire, Part II
https://youtu.be/H7gQhaIEx-k
B-24 Liberator Co-Pilot Checkout with Kathy Royer
https://youtu.be/LxApQx5c-XI
B-24 Liberator Commander Checkout with Curt Lewis
https://youtu.be/TI2tVFaXhic?t=1

B-24 Liberator Hot Stuff, Part I
https://youtu.be/5Ol2qjG5-zM
B-24 Liberator Hot Stuff, Part II
https://youtu.be/7vcWZxBUE14
B-29 Superfortress Commander Checkout with Al Benzing
https://youtu.be/rlji5MDm8MA

Check the Squadron website under the Members Only
section for your Squadron membership status. If you
have membership questions or there is anything I can
do to help you get involved, please let me know.
- Toni Rabroker
If you have any membership questions, please feel
free to contact me at rabroker@hotmail.com
Dues and new member apps can be mailed to:
CAF B-29/B-24 Squadron
PO Box 763577
Dallas, TX 75376

Make sure you visit the Squadron Px for
all your holiday shopping needs
Px Captains, Alma and Rocky Smith will take care of you.
Whether we are on tour or home, we can fill your
order. Short or long sleeve uniform shirts, performance
polos, quarter zip fleece, as well as hats and tshirts (as found
on www.B29B24PX.org). We will even do name drops on
the shirts. Email alma@B-29b24px.org with size, quantity,
your phone and email information.
Find us on
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WWW.B29B24PX.ORG
CAFB29-B24PX.OUTLOOK.COM
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WWW.B29B24PX.ORG
CAFB29-B24PX.OUTLOOK.COM
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Thank YOU
for supporting our
Books for Bombers
and Sustaining Flight
Fundraising efforts for
the B-29/B-24 Squadron!
From July through October 2020, there was a flurry of activity to ramp up and run a huge fundraising effort to
support the B-29/B-24 Squadron after our 2020 Air Power History Tour was cancelled, due to Covid 19. As a
‘bonus’ our B-24, Diamond Lil is in need of landing gear parts to the tune of about $80,000!

While fundraising is never ‘done’ on our Squadron, through the generosity of many and some hard work, the goal
for funding Diamond Lil’s landing gear has been met, and we are ‘sustaining’ our ability to fly into 2021. I had the
privilege of working with some outstanding people, who I’d like to acknowledge.
Gayle Phillips Stafford and her husband Bob (and legacy family!), and Jack Phillips have been very generous and
most supportive in developing the 'B-29 Superfortress "FIFI" 75th Birthday Edition' of Rain of Fire book by Col.
Charles Phillips. They provided inspiration, ideas and support in other ways, including a Rain of Fire poster from a
Stan Jones painting donated for our fundraising.
Scott Stewart, the son of the author of Ted's Travelling Circus, 'Cal' Stewart, donated and shipped boxes of this
fabulous history of the 93rd Bomb Group for our fundraising. Scott has been extraordinarily generous toward our
efforts to support Diamond Lil.
Jim Lux, who spent 10 years promoting - and building - a Memorial to the Hot Stuff crew and Lt Gen Frank
Andrews in Iceland, donated boxes of the Before The Belle book, to honor their sacrifices. Jim also donated the
Hot Stuff Plaques and wrote a generous check for Diamond Lil.
The B-29/B-24 Squadron is blessed to have such wonderful friends who understand our Mission and so generously
support us. THANK YOU Gayle, Bob, Jack, Scott and Jim - we could not have done this without you.
THANK YOU to the many Squadron Members and other supporters who gave so generously on behalf of our
Bombers. Konley Kelley, Kathy Royer, Curt Lewis and Jim Lux donated their time and expertise to create B-29
and B-24 Webinars to educate our supporters about the B-29/B-24 Mission.
Andrea Hanson, Jacques Robitaille, and Don Boccaccio spent endless hours creating and coordinating emails and
announcements for the multiple fundraising programs. Rozelyn Beck and Heather Watkins worked with me on
paperwork for the Grant application. Thank you for the hard work under challenging deadlines.
I also want to acknowledge and Thank the Wayne & Jo Ann Moore Charitable Foundation who provided a generous
Grant on behalf of Diamond Lil to get this campaign on solid footing, as well as an anonymous donor who provided
Matching Funds for a large part of our funding. And, John and Ruth Agather who made a generous contribution to
ensure Lil will fly again next year.
I’ve been overwhelmed by the support - Y'all make me Proud!

Al Benzing
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Book Review

Originally printed
in May, 2016 issue

Before the Belle
By Al Benzing
Before The Belle is an intriguing, well-written story
that was cloaked in secrecy during WWII and almost
forgotten to history. It is about the men of a B-24
Liberator Hot Stuff who were the first heavy bomber
crew in the 8th Air Force to complete 25 Combat Missions – completing 31 missions
prior to the Memphis Belle completing her 25th.
Tragically, Hot Stuff with some of the original crew crashed on a foggy mountainside in Iceland on what was to be
their triumphant return to the US. Lt General Frank Andrews, Commander of all US Forces in Europe was flying as
Copilot and perished in the foggy crash on May 3, 1942. It was his explicit command that the flight not stop in
Prestwick, Scotland, that put the flight in peril of low fuel and inadequate weather information. It was his
importance to the War effort that wrapped this crash, and the incredible story of the Hot Stuff crew, in a cloak of
secrecy which paved the way for the B-17 Memphis Belle and crew to become famous as first to survive 25 missions.
I am among the fortunate few who today fly a rare airworthy B-24, Diamond Lil. It was only within the last year or
so I heard “hangar talk” of a B-24 crew who beat Memphis Belle to the 25 mission mark. Having read many books
on WWII Air Power, this was ‘news’ to me, and coming so many years after the War, I was skeptical. Could it be
true or was this just a lot of wishful ‘facts’ that didn’t quite add up?
When I saw a book titled Before The Belle, it instantly caught my attention and made me wonder if it would really
make the case of a B-24 with 25 missions before Memphis Belle. What I found was a very well-documented and
engaging book that quickly laid to rest all my concerns about authenticity and provided me with the incredible story
of the crew of the B-24 Hot Stuff, its 31 combat missions and its unique role in the history of WWII.
It can be risky to start a story with the end, especially a bitter end. In this case, it has to be that way, that is the point
of the story. It was the bitter loss of this aircraft, crew and a prominent General that disrupted history, and ensured
the role of the B-24 would forever be seen as secondary to the B-17.
Reading Chapter One, detailing the crash of
Hot Stuff was a harsh beginning, but set the
stage for the story. It was dispiriting to learn
of the unnecessary loss of lives and aircraft,
but was countered by learning how this crew
accomplished so much early in the War,
when bomber losses were very high.
The military can be capricious and all the
more so in Wartime. The fate of crews takes
many unexpected twists, and that was
certainly the case of the Hot Stuff crew. They
were initially assigned to England, flying
several missions over occupied Europe, only
to soon be ordered to fly south across the
Mediterranean to North Africa
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That barren landscape was a miserable place to survive in a tent. It was difficult to operate aircraft as complex as
B-24s in those windswept, sandy conditions and amazing they were able to fly any missions at all.
I was impressed with the well-written crew interactions and mission details. This made the missions interesting and
was largely due to contributions from surviving B-24 crewmembers who collaborated with many details. The wide
variety of missions flown added to the interest, with even ‘simple’ missions becoming fraught with difficulties and
danger.
After months of missions wearing out the crew and aircraft, they finally returned to England where R & R and much
needed maintenance on the aircraft brought them back to battle-ready condition. Subsequent missions over
occupied Europe reintroduced them to the perils of German flak and fighters, and to the loss of squadron-mates.
One factor continually stood out – a well-trained crew, who worked in concert was far more effective and likely to
survive adversity than those not so fortunate.
It is among the War’s many tragedies that Hot Stuff and her crew could not fly their final mission across the Atlantic
to home and the rewards of a grateful nation.
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Special Feature

Originally printed
in May, 2018 issue

In Iceland for the
Hot Stuff Memorial Dedication
By Al Benzing
On May 3, 2018, over 100 people from the US and as many from the local area gathered about 25 miles from
Keflavik, Iceland on a cold blustery day to officially commemorate a Memorial to Lt General Frank Andrews, and
the crew and passengers aboard the B-24 Hot Stuff that crashed on a nearby mountainside on this date 75 years ago.
It was a distinct honor to represent the CAF and B-29/B-24 Squadron among the many military and local
dignitaries. There were many facets to bringing together this memorial commemoration. Jim Lux of Austin, Texas
was the driving force with seven years dedicated to creating this very fitting memorial. Jim made many trips to
Iceland and the crash site, held many meetings and organizing efforts and raised $100,000 for the memorial. He
also traveled to the major aviation museums around the US, educating them on the career of Lt General Andrews
and encouraging the preservation of his legacy.
The B-24D Hot Stuff and her outstanding crew were in the 93rd BG, 330th Bomb Squadron and the first heavy
bomber to complete 25 missions, with a total of 31 missions, before the Memphis Belle completed her wellpublicized 25 missions. This B-24, many of her crew, Lt General Frank Andrews with Staff and VIPs were lost in
this crash while on their return to the US. The aircraft and crew would have been on a much celebrated bond tour.
Lt General Andrews was likely to have been promoted to Supreme Commander of Allied Forces in Europe – a
position which was subsequently awarded to General Dwight D. Eisenhower. Clearly, this tragic crash impacted the
conduct of the war in Europe with the loss of such an important general.
The beautiful black granite Memorial is highlighted by an 8 ft wingspan stainless steel model of the B-24 Hot Stuff.
It’s a spectacular detailed work by Terry Linde, who was present with his family at the dedication. American and
Icelandic flags stand sentry, with the crash site behind on the distant mountain ridge. It was a very fitting tribute to
have a B-52 flyover of the event. Our B-24 Diamond Lil was invited, but it was not practical at this time. Perhaps a
flyover will be possible at a later date.
Others who made major contributions to this effort include Cassius Mullen and Betty Byron who wrote the book
Before The Belle, which was inspired by Jim Lux’s presentation and wonderfully captured the story of this aircraft
and crew. In Iceland, Doddi and Oli Marteinsson took Jim to the crash site and in so many ways helped to make
this memorial a reality. Doddi arranged meetings and followed up on-site preparation and monument
construction. He also updated the plaque and installed a second plaque at the base of the crash site. Oli is a retired
Icelandair engineer and convinced Icelandair to ship pieces of Hot Stuff wreckage to Jim’s home and the Hot Stuff
model to Iceland. I invite you to review Doddi's excellent website: stridsminjar.is
Scott Stewart supported the effort in many ways and sent out copies of his father Carroll Stewart’s book Ted’s
Travelling Circus about the 393BG & Col. Ted Timberlake, to those who made large donations.
Jim’s wife, Nancy, in addition to many other tasks, handled the many details of the Banquet. It was great to see
happy smiles on Jim and Nancy during this entire event, seeing the fruits of their many labors.
Military representatives included Lt. General Richard M. Clark, Commander of the 3rd Air Force and Col E. John
“Dragon” Teichert, Commander Joint Base Andrews.
The memorial was long overdue, but will now remain as a tribute to these men and their sacrifices.
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Memorial to Lt Gen Andrews and Hot Stuff Crew

Jim Lux with Military representatives

Jim & Nancy, Oli & Doddi, Col Teichert & Lt Gen Clark

Terry Linde with a view of the memorial

Terry Linde – Sculptor/Artist
Iceland waterfall

Lt. General Richard M. Clark

Col E. John “Dragon” Teichert
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Special Feature

“The Saga of the Plaques”
by Jacques Robitaille

Rick Garvis is a pack rat. And thank goodness for it.
I was out at the hanger one day, trying to recover from COVID-induced cabin fever, when he presents me with
pieces of scrap metal left over from a repair on Diamond Lil in 2012. Then he pulls out this big roll of the fabric
from FIFI’s rudder that had been replaced in 2016.
We had just initiated the Sustaining Flight Campaign, and he thought maybe we could use these in our fundraising
efforts. Think Jerry Jones lining his pockets by selling off squares of AstroTurf ripped up from the old Cowboy
Stadium.

I thought about it for a while and came up with the idea to use these artifacts on a plaque of some kind. I made up
some drawings and shopped it around a few places and found an outfit in Farmers Branch to produce these. Great
folks, easy to work with and good suggestions and super helpful in developing the artwork needed for the descriptive
plates.
We ended up with three different plaques to offer as donation incentives.
The first was the Diamond Lil Skin Metal plaques, made up from pieces we
were able to cut from the old sheet metal. Since we only had enough to make
28, Don Boccaccio had the idea of numbering them, and auctioning of the #1
plaque. What a great idea! We put it up on eBay, with a starting bid of
$224.00. We ended up in bidding war and it finally went of $1,725.00!
And the remaining ones went fast too, many for more than the $224.00
donation request! Within a week they were sold out!
The second was the Diamond Lil Bulkhead Frame plaque, made from a
section of the bulkhead frame Rick has squirreled away. This was truly a
custom made one-of-a-kind item. I fashioned the base myself, and had my
vendor make a special plate for it. We put that on eBay as well, and it
eventually went for $581.00!
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And finally, we had the FIFI Rudder Fabric Plaques. The vendor was able to cut the fabric himself, saving us the
trouble. We had a lot of fabric so were able to make many more of those, although since we couldn’t be sure of the
demand, we started with a limited number. By now we’ve sold around 50, and again many went for more the
$129.00 donation request.

All in all, we look to net over $15,000.00 for the Squadron through this effort. Not bad for some scrap that Rick
was holding on to for a “special purpose”.
A BIG THANK YOU!!! GOES OUT TO ALL THAT DONATED FOR ONE OF THESE PLAQUES!

And by the way, there are many FIFI plaques still available, and if necessary, we can make more! The holidays are
coming soon and they sure can make a unique stocking stuffer for that special someone that has everything. I
guarantee they don’t have one of these!!
You can still order one at www.cafb29b24.org
Here are photos of folks assembling FIFI plaques to prep for shipping

Jerremy Ott and Dave Perkins

Andrea Hanson and Patti Robitaille
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Special Feature

“WWII Aviation Related
Congressional Gold Coins”
by Curtis Limerick
Beginning during the American Revolution, Congress has occasionally honored members of the military by granting
Congressional Gold Medals for major achievements. Along with the Presidential Medal of Freedom, these are the
highest civilian awards in the US. A number of these relate to the brave men and women flying for our country
during the Second World War.
Tuskegee Airmen: authorized by Congress in 2006, this medal, presented to Approximately 350 Tuskegee Airmen
and their widows, recognized their “unique military record that inspired revolutionary reform in the Armed Forces.”.
The design features three profiles of a pilot wearing a leather flying helmet, aground mechanic wearing a billed cap;
and a pilot wearing a service cap on the obverse and a P-40, P-51D and B-25 on the reverse. It is currently on
display at the National Museum of African American History and Culture, Washington, DC.

Women Air Force Service Pilots (WASP): In 2009, the Medal was presented to about 200 WASPs at the Capitol. It
recognized the WASPs received the Medal for their contribution to the war effort despite facing “overwhelming
cultural and gender bias against women in nontraditional roles and overcame multiple injustices and inequities”. The
obverse depicts a WASP with three pilots in the foreground in period uniforms walking toward their aircraft at
Avenger Field and an AT-6 overhead. The reverse features an AT-6, B-26 and P-51. The T-6 depicted is number 267,
close to our Nella’s 264. The original medal is on display at the Air and Space Museum’s Steven F. Udvar-Hazy
Center in Chantilly, VA.
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Doolittle Tokyo Raiders: 2015 saw the presentation of a medal to the Doolittle Raiders “for outstanding heroism,
valor, skill, and service to the United States in conducting the bombings of Tokyo”. Then surviving members retired
Lt. Col. Richard Cole and retired Staff Sgt. David Thatcher were unable to attend but were honored at the Capitol
Hill presentation. The Medal shows a B-25B taking off from the USS Hornet flanked by 16 stars representing the 16
crews on the obverse. The reverse depicts three B–25B aircraft approaching their target with patches representing
the squadrons (34th, 37th, 89th, and 95th) of the 17th Bombardment Group. The original is displayed at the National
Museum of the US Air Force in Dayton, OH alongside the 80 goblets used by the surviving Raiders to toast their
departed comrades.

American Fighter Aces: The Medal was presented to the American Fighter Aces Association on behalf or those
credited with shooting down five or more enemy aircraft in aerial combat. The award was accepted on behalf of the
76 Aces then living of the 1,447 so designated. The four pilots on the obverse represent the Aces that served in
World War I, World War II, the Korean War and the Vietnam War. On the reverse are images of Nieuport 28, P-51 F86, and F-4. The original is held by the Air and Space Museum but is not currently on display.

Duplicates of these four medals and many others are available from the United States Mint in 3- and 1.5-inch sizes.
I have a 3 inch Doolittle Raiders copy in a place of honor on my desk.
Go to https://catalog.usmint.gov/medals/military/ for details.
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Volunteer Spotlight

“Rudy Vander Upwich”
by Konley Kelley

Rudy! Rudy! Rudy! I was chatting with Rudy Vander Upwich about that movie.
He also loves it. And, just like the character in the movie, people love our
Squadron Rudy, too. As I told Rudy, I don’t know him well but his reputation for
hard work, dependability and commitment to our Squadron is well known. In
front and behind the scenes, Rudy is a great example of a Squadron volunteer.
This is his story.
Rudy was born December 30, 1950
in Manokwari, New Guinea. New
Guinea, the world’s second largest
island (Greenland is #1), is located
1,500 miles northwest of Australia.

At the time of Rudy’s birth,
Manokwari was in the Dutchcontrolled territory of New Guinea
which, after a lengthy diplomatic
dispute, was ceded to the Republic
of Indonesia in 1963.
Rudy’s father, Herman, served in the Dutch Army from 1930-46.
When WWII began, his mother, Marie, was taken to a convent by
her parents. When the Japanese invaded Indonesia in 1942,
42,000 Dutch civilians and soldiers were interned. Herman was
held as a POW. With experience as a truck driver and knowledge
of the area, he drove supplies between camps and army
installations. His value as a truck driver most likely spared his
life. When hostilities ended, he went to the convent to pick up
Marie and they moved to New Guinea.
Herman and Marie married. Marie, then 17 years old, was 17
years younger than Herman. They raised Rudy, a younger brother
and two younger sisters. Herman owned a department store in
Manokwari selling everything from household items to
motorcycles.

Herman Vander Upwich’s service record and highlighted
area denoting POW status. The patch worn on his uniform.

In 1959, Rudy and his siblings were left with grandparents when
Marie and Herman did some world traveling. With political unrest
and civil disobedience still pervading New Guinea, Rudy’s family
immigrated to the United States in 1960. It was a long journey
and Rudy remembers flying in a DC-3 to Sydney and then many
weeks aboard a cruise ship to Miami, FL.
Marie and Herman Vander Upwich
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His family moved to San Antonio where they were sponsored by a local family. Rudy and his siblings adapted to
their new surroundings, went to school, and learned English. Marie also learned English and found secretarial work
but Herman struggled with a new language. There was a universal language he knew, automobiles and engine
repair. His military training and lengthy experience working on motorcycles, cars and trucks kept him steadily
employed. After a few years, the humid climate in San Antonio no longer agreed with Marie, so the family moved
to Huntington Beach, CA. Herman found work as an auto mechanic and Rudy spent time when not in school
learning the trade from his father. He enjoyed living near the beach, hanging out with friends and ocean fishing.
After graduating in 1968, Rudy attended college in Orange County. He was hired as a
police officer in Costa Mesa, CA. Rudy also married in 1972. After several years on the
beat, he resigned from his policing career and started working as an auto mechanic which
led to opening his own business in 1986 in Fountain Valley, CA, which he managed for
15 years.
Rudy and his friends took river rafting trips every summer. They loved this recreational
activity where they organized excursions and taught friends and family how to safely
navigate the river. Rudy was divorced when a family member invited a friend, Becky, on
a trip. Rudy and Becky connected and began dating although she lived in Dallas. For a
while the long distance relationship worked but, as it became more serious, Rudy
decided to sell his business and move to Dallas. They married in Richardson, Texas in
2002. Rudy found work at auto shops in Garland and Richardson. He worked for six
years at Christian Automotive as a site manager. He left the business in 2010 and worked
odd jobs before hanging up the wrench in 2013.

Rudy with U.S. Army Reserves
in 1970.

I asked Rudy if he dabbled with vintage cars. For a time, he
owned and tinkered with a 1949 Chrysler Windsor but never
stocked his garage to a point where he could really plunge
into restoring old cars.
Rudy has two kids from his first marriage. Neal lives in the
Dallas area and is an IT specialist working in the financial
industry. Kira is a speech therapist living in Roanoke, VA.
Rudy and Becky enjoy spending time with grandkids,
Sophie and Rhys, who are now 13 and 11 years old.

Rudy and Becky

So how do airplanes fit in? When Rudy lived in Huntington Beach, his neighbor
was a pilot and flight instructor. Rudy flew with him and went on to get his pilot’s
license. He flew a Cessna 172 for about 4-5 years. As a pilot, he knew about FIFI
and always wanted to see her in person.
In Dallas, he had his chance. Rudy went to an airshow in McKinney featuring FIFI
in 2013. He befriended some CAF guys and was offered a ride on FIFI to Addison.
Unfortunately, this would have left him without a car so he declined – or more
accurately took a rain check. Rudy signed up for the CAF in 2014 and attended
B-29 Ground School. His first tour on FIFI took him back to San Antonio.
Rudy credits Jim Neill and Stu Watkins with his zeal for the Squadron and CAF.
Jim was Rudy’s mentor and trained him on FIFI and Lil. With Jim’s passing, Stu
completed Rudy’s training and signed him off as a scanner and lead scanner.
Retirement gave Rudy more time to volunteer and he puts in a lot of hours
volunteering to maintain the aircraft and tour when possible.

Rudy and Becky with the grandkids
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His automotive repair skills bode well for working
with Rick Garvis and the maintenance team. He
has even lent a hand to VFM to maintain aircraft
tugs and their golf cart. In his own words, Rudy
says, “I just like to be there and can’t believe how
lucky I am.”

Touring with FIFI or Lil is a true joy. Although
Rudy is sure he is not the most traveled scanner in
the aircraft, he knows he is gaining ground on the
top contenders.
The pleasure he takes in sharing the aircraft with
people from 5 years old to 95 years old never
ceases. He particularly likes to be an escort for
veterans and their families when they visit the
aircraft. He remembers one of the younger family
members saying “he never heard grandpa talk so
much.” That is the magic of the CAF. On every
trip Rudy finds himself getting emotionally wound
up in the experience.
With his time on the aircraft in and out of the
hangar, Rudy is also providing training to others
just as he was mentored in the past by Jim and Stu.
The saying, “you come for the planes and stay for
the people” is just how Rudy feels and he is glad to
give back.
He is also compelled to support the mission of our
Squadron and the CAF to teach the lessons of
history and why this country is so great. Rudy
remembers being on board when WWII veteran and
B-29 gunner, Ray Montgomery visited FIFI in
June, 2019. He vividly remembers seeing the
expression on Mr. Montgomery’s face when he
again sat in his gunner’s seat after nearly 75 years.

Ray Montgomery

Another thing Rudy wants to share is the fun we
have on tour. It is a long day of routine care for
FIFI, ride flights and interacting with the crowds.
The reward is dinner with the crew at a local
restaurant. Pictured are Rudy and crew at a
Squadron favorite, Café B-29 in Ozark, MO.
Rudy volunteered as crew this summer to
take FIFI to DC and fly over the Capitol on
the 4th of July. He said that was a
remarkable experience and it made him very
proud to be a member of our Squadron,
crew our beautiful B-29, and help lift up the
country during the pandemic.
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When at home, Rudy likes to ride
his Harley and go fishing. He and
Becky also enjoy traveling. She is
his rock and very supportive of his
CAF pursuits.
He is also thrilled the CAF has
become a family affair. His
brother-in-law, Pete, has attended
B-29 Ground School and just took
his first flight on FIFI.
So next time you see Rudy, smile
at him and he will definitely flash
you a big smile back. Rudy has a
passion for our Squadron that will
rub off on you quickly. He is a
tremendous asset to our Squadron.
Thank you for your volunteerism.

Rudy! Rudy! Rudy!
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Feature Story

“The Story of Lee D. Huffstedtler ”
by Steve Ezell

With the 78th anniversary of the Battle of Midway on June 4-6,
I thought it would be a real treat to share with you the story of an
individual who served on board the U.S.S. Yorktown (CV-5), which
was sunk at the end of the battle. With so many of the Greatest
Generation passing away at an alarming rate, it is very important to
share the stories of the men and women who literally saved the
world from tyranny and oppression. One of these was my maternal
grandfather, Lee D. Huffstedtler.

USS Yorktown in dry dock at Pearl Harbor as it is
being readied for the Battle of Midway.

Lee Duane Huffstedtler was born on July 26, 1919 at Preemption Township, Illinois. During the height of the Great
Depression he had to quit school to help out on the family farm. He would return to complete his schooling and
receive his high school diploma in 194, two years after the end of World War II.
He enlisted into the United States Navy in December, 1936 and attended Navy Recruit Training at Great Lakes
Naval Station, Illinois, the Navy's only location for recruit training. Here he received training in everything from
basic seamanship to fire suppression. He received advanced technical training as an Aviation Machinist Mate. An
Aviation Machinist Mate works on and serves as an aircraft captain on the very aircraft they service.
In 1937 he was assigned as a 'plank owner' onboard the U.S.S. Yorktown (CV-5). A 'plank owner' is a sailor who is
part of the commissioning crew of a naval vessel. The Yorktown was the fifth U.S. Navy vessel to serve as an
aircraft carrier and the second carrier to be constructed from the keel up as an aircraft carrier; the first being the
U.S.S. Ranger (CV-4). His duty performance was so exemplary that within five years he was promoted to Chief
Aviation Machinist Mate.
His service took him to various locations and duty stations: Atoo, Aleutain Islands; Corpus Christi, N.A.S.;
Pensacola, N.A.S.; Guantanamo Bay, Cuba; China; and various Pacific campaigns. The types of aircraft he flew
during the war included:
SBD-3 Dauntless - Dive Bomber
TB-8 Avenger - Torpedo Bomber
PV-1 Harpoon - Sub Hunter
PV-2 Venture - Sub Hunter

After the war he also worked on the FJ-1 Fury, the Navy's very first jet aircraft, and the F-9F Panther-which was used
to train jet pilots.
During his time while stationed in San Diego, California he did prison ministry. This where he met my maternal
grandmother, Colleen A. Horton. They were married on February 17, 1951 and were married for 57 years until his
death in 2008.
During the Korean War he served as a crew chief on the first rescue helicopters the Navy used in combat. This was
when crew chiefs had to possess the same basic knowledge and skills of a modern E.M.T. Throughout 12 years of
flying-from 1941 to 1953-he logged in over 3,000 flight hours (around 1,000 of them combat hours).
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In September, 1953, after my Aunt Gail was born, he was assigned to Atsugi, N.A.S. in Japan where he remained for
three years. His final active duty posting was at Hutchison, N.A.S. in Kansas where he served as Chief of the Aerial
Photography Lab. He retired from active duty in February, 1957. My mother, Cynthia, was born in December of
that same year.
He served for an additional nine years in the Naval Reserve and was recalled for a physical in 1964. He came very
close to being sent to Vietnam. His final retirement orders were issued in June, 1966.

After his retirement, he served as building superintendent at First Baptist Church in Muskogee, Oklahoma and
served as plant operations supervisor at Muskogee Regional Medical Center. He also did work fixing and servicing
heating and air conditioning units, his technical skills having been attained from the Navy.
He stayed very active in the Veterans of Foreign Wars and the Fleet Reserve Association, serving as Chaplain for
both. He was also an avid hunter, making numerous trips to Colorado, and an avid baseball player, even playing for
the minor leagues while in the Navy.
Lee Duane Huffstedtler passed away on April 21, 2008 at the Jack C. Montgomery V.A. Medical Center. He was 88
years old. He is buried at Ft. Gibson National Cemetery; Section 19, Grave #621.

He taught me so many things and inspired me to serve as well. I received training as a medic and as an aviation
warfare specialist. He taught me hunting, fishing, baseball, to ride a bike, to drive a car, and to love and research
history. July 2020, he would have been 101 years old.
It is estimated that of the 16.5 million men and women who served in the U.S. Armed Forces during World War II,
there are less than 1.5 million left living. Restoring these warbirds and sharing the stories of the people who flew
and serviced them is essential in preserving and perpetuating the history of not only the Greatest Generation, but the
memories of all who served in defense of justice, freedom, and democracy. Ronald Reagan said it best: "Freedom
is only a generation away from extinction. A nation which forgets its heroes will itself soon be forgotten."
It is my fervent prayer during these uncertain times that we never forget that lesson.

To my grandfather, I say this: I Love You And Miss You Greatly And That We Shall Meet Again...In Bright Places
Where Darkness Cannot Hide Nor Hurt-The Presence Of Almighty God.
Keep Em' Flying!
STEPHEN D. EZELL
Colonel, CAF B-29/B-24 Squadron

U.S. Navy Douglas SBD-3 “Dauntless” dive bombers of scouting squadron
VS-8 from the aircraft carrier USS Hornet (CV 8) approach the burning
Japanese heavy cruiser Mikuma during the Battle of Midway, June 6, 1942.
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Photo Album

VFM Fly Day, AOD and Fall Tour
VFM Fly Day
9/5/20
Photos by Gary Daniels

Photos by Konley Kelley

Karl Wedel of Cleburne, TX
booked a flight on FIFI to honor
his Dad, Louie Wedel, a B-29
bombardier killed on one of the
first B-29 missions over Japan.
He flew on FIFI in his dad’s
position with his whole family
watching and – great news – has
joined our Squadron.
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Over 60 flying vintage warbirds gathered near
Washington, D.C. to fly over the National Mall. The
“Arsenal of Democracy Flyover” commemorates the
75th anniversary of the WWII. Weather scrubbed the
scheduled event on 9/25/20. But, we have photos and
video of the practice flight on 9/24/20.
PRACTICE FLIGHT: https://youtu.be/yIvTgqFe1cA

Manassas, VA
9/24/20

Col. Oliver North
and Al Benzing

Charleston, WV
9/28/20
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Fall Tour
9/30-10/31/20

9/30/20
10/10/20
10/17/20
10/24/20
10/31/20

Little Rock, AR
Waco, TX
College Station, TX
Abilene, TX
Longview, TX
Photos by Steve Heath

Former U.S. Secretary of State, Rex Tillerson
visits FIFI 10/17/20 (with Jacques Robitaille)
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Fall Tour
9/30-10/31/20

10/24/20 Abilene, TX

Photos by Dylan Phelps

Rocky Smith and Jacques Robitaille in news footage from Abilene, 10/24/20
https://tinyurl.com/y3br4u4p
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Calling on Members

Best Squadron Pictures EVER
Winter 2020 issue – Photo Collage
***submit a picture***
Although there are some great shots from AOD and the Fall 2020 Tour in this issue, I know there are not enough or
variety of pictures to support a “2020 in Pictures” Photo Album in the final Flyer of the year. Rona sucks!

So, let’s create a SPECTACULAR photo album from the best Squadron pictures EVER taken.
The only selection requirement I’d ask is the picture is of our Squadron aircraft, veterans/crowds at APHT tour
events or B-29/B-24 members. Please submit only 1-2 pictures per person.

Criteria for selection:
 Your favorite picture taken by you
 Your favorite picture taken by someone else (include photo credit)
 Your favorite picture from a past Flyer issue. Use the Flyer archive https://www.cafb29b24.org/flyer-archive
If you see a picture you love, let me know. I will do my best to find it in my build files.
I’ve included an example below. I snapped this one some time ago. It is an amazing shot of FIFI from Lil and is a
personal favorite because I was there. Having been the Editor of the Flyer for a long time, I could make selections
from past issues, archives or FB posts BUT I don’t want to do that unless response to this request is light. I want
pictures selected by YOU. Send me your personal favorites or what you think is a classic image. Let’s dress up the
pages of the Flyer’s last issue of 2020 with great pictures of our aircraft, fans and members over the years.

Use the caption in the example for your submission (submitter, description, date, photo credit). Please don’t make
your caption long or it’ll limit the number of pictures I can post in the album. E-mail your submission by December
14th to Konley Kelley, The Flyer Editor at konartist@verizon.net. I am looking forward to this! Thank you.

SAMPLE SUBMISSION

FIFI alongside Lil. May 12, 2012. Photo by Konley Kelley
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Editor’s Corner

A Guilty Pleasure

Back in August with the 75th
anniversary of the end of
WWII approaching, I opted for
something different. I chose to
build an aircraft associated
with the beginning of WWII,
a P-40B at Pearl Harbor.

2nd Lts. Ken Taylor and George Welch

Welch meets FDR

Lts. George Welch and Kenneth Taylor got their P-40s airborne on December 7, 1941
taking off from Haleiwa fighter strip. In two sorties, both men shot down six enemy
aircraft. For their actions, they were awarded the DSC. Welch went on to fly 348
combat missions and shoot down a total of 16 aircraft. After the war, he became a test
pilot for North American and instructor in Korea, where he may have downed more
enemy aircraft (unofficially). He died Oct 12, 1954 in the F-100 he was flight testing. PEARL HARBOR (2001)
I assume most of you have a low opinion of
PEARL HARBOR (2001). I get that. PH was
pure Hollywood. It may be blasphemy, but it is
a guilty pleasure. If you set aside the cheese, it
is a beautiful-looking film with gorgeous
cinematography and a rich color palette. The
soundtrack is perfect. Most of the aerial combat
scenes feature real aircraft (mixed with CGI).
Airfix 1:48 P-40B Tomahawk
Love
it or hate it, the money is on the screen.
Teen heartthrob Josh Hartnett
nd
2 . Lt. George Welch

But I can love it for another reason. My 24-year old
and married daughter, Katie, watched this DVD
with her Dad a bunch. She loved the romance and
was smitten with “Danny” played by Josh Hartnett.
So, when I am skipping through my movie choices
and land on PEARL HARBOR, I will stop by and
remember watching it with my little girl, a bowl of
popcorn, and maybe a little extra cheese  Katie –
this P-40 (flown by George, not Danny) is for you.

The flyer WANTS YOU!

You are welcome to contribute a story, photographs and artwork for this decades-old newsletter. If you
are a veteran, please tell us your story. Squadron members continually meet veterans at the hangar, on
tour and in everyday life – let us know their stories. We’re also looking for contributors for “This Month
in History” and news spotlighting our aircraft and members.
Thank you and
Keep ‘Em Flying!

Konley Kelley
THE FLYER editor
konartist@verizon.net 37

B-29 / B-24 Squadron
Mailing Address:
PO Box 763577
Dallas, TX 75376
United States of America

www.cafB-29b24.org
www.AirPowerTour.org
972-387-2924 (Hangar)
432-413-4100 (Ride Desk)
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